Waiver, Release and Indemnity Agreement
In consideration for being allowed to participate in the Activities (as defined below), I hereby agree (to the fullest
extent permitted by law) to the following on behalf of myself and on behalf of any minors who are under my legal care
or supervision:
Release. I unconditionally release from liability and waive the right to sue Brother in Arms Firearms, LLC, as well
any of their respective owners, managers, instructors, employees, agents, contractors, volunteers, guests, and
affiliates (collectively, “BIA”) from any and all claims, damages, losses, injuries, or illness I may suffer or which may
result from my participation in the Activities regardless of whether such claims, damages, losses, injuries, or illness is
the direct or indirect result of the actions or omissions of BIA.
Assumption of Risk. I fully understand, acknowledge, and voluntarily accept the risks in the activities that are
sponsored and promoted by BIA (“Events”) including, without limitation, the shooting of firearms at an outdoor range
(collectively, “Activities”). I understand that the Activities are inherently dangerous and that participating in them may
result in injuries, illnesses, death, and economic loss. These injuries or outcomes may arise from my own or other’s
actions, inactions, negligence, or the condition of Events. I also understand that neither BIA nor the Events may
eliminate the inherent risks in the Activities.
Indemnification. I agree to unconditionally indemnify, defend, and hold harmless BIA from any and all claims, loss or
damage, liabilities and costs, including, without limitation, attorney’s fees and costs, as a result of my participation in
the Activities.
Representations & Warranties. I make the following representations and warranties: (1) I may lawfully possess
firearms and ammunition; (2) I agree to abide by all written, video, or verbal safety rules issued by members of the
Event’s staff; (3) I agree to be financially responsible for and reimburse BIA for any shooting that causes damage to
provided equipment, and acknowledge that my actions at the Events are being video recorded and photographed;
and (4) I have no medical, physical, or mental conditions that could compromise my safety and the safety of others
while participating in the Activities.

Safety Rules
-

Eye and ear protection will be worn at all times.
Firearms will only be uncased at the bench and loaded at the firing line.
If you are sharing any firearms: all firearms will be placed on a designated table separate from ammunition.
Always point your firearm in a safe position. (Muzzle of the firearm will be pointed down range and parallel
with floor at all times).
Always keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot (your firearm is aimed at your target before you
engage your trigger).
Never under any circumstances reach forward of the firing line.
If you collect your brass you may retrieve any brass that falls behind the firing line once the line is clear. At
designated times you may be permitted to retrieve brass beyond the firing line once the range is clear and
safe and you are instructed to do so.
If you drop anything forward of the firing line, have an RSO or Instructor retrieve it for you.
Keep in mind there is the possibility of a ricochet or bullet splatter.
Shooter-caused damage to equipment may result in a repair fine and/or removal from the activity.
If you need assistance for any reason, please raise your hand and ask an RSO or Instructor for help, while
keeping your firearm pointed in a safe direction and your finger off the trigger.
Follow all written, video, or verbal safety rules issued by members of the Event’s staff.
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